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Abstract: This paper examined the competitive removal of metal ions from quaternary aqueous
solutions containing Ni2+, Mn2+, Cr6+, and Cd2+ using adsorption on both acid-modified and
unmodified activated carbon. Activated carbon (AC) was oxidized with nitric acid, both in granular
(AGC) and powder (APC) forms, and tested for the competitive adsorption of Ni2+, Mn2+, Cr6+, and
Cd2+ from an aqueous solution. Surface oxidation led to a reduction in BET surface area and HK pore
width and an increase in the intensities of hydroxyl and carboxyl functional groups for both AGC
and APC compared to unmodified activated carbon, AC, as indicated with BET and FTIR analyses.
The adsorption capacity of all four metal ions on AC was in the order Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Cr6+ > Mn2+,
while it was altered for the two oxidized AGC and APC carbons to be Cr6+ > Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Mn2+.
Acid treatment resulted in high selectivity for Cr6+ over all other available ions with a 100% removal
efficiency, while it decreased for Ni2+, Cd2+, and Mn2+ compared to AC. This improvement in Cr6+

adsorption is due to its higher ionic potential and smaller size, which results in a faster diffusion and
stronger adsorption to the acidic groups located at the pore edges. Therefore, it will repel and hinder
other ions from accessing the activated carbon pores. Modeling of the adsorption isotherms with
DKR was better than both Freundlich and Langmuir for the competitive ions. DKR showed strong
attraction for both Ni2+ and Cd2+ by ion exchange on the AC surface, as indicated by their apparent
adsorption energy (E) values. Cr6+ adsorption was found to be by physical adsorption on AC and
by ion exchange on both AGC and APC. Mn2+ ions had a very weak attraction to all types of tested
activated carbons in the presence of other ions.

Keywords: competitive metal ions; nickel; manganese; chromium; cadmium; oxidized activated carbon

1. Introduction

Exponential contamination of groundwater and surface resources with heavy metals
from mining activity, industrial and municipal waste, and landfill leachates remains a
serious threat all over the world due to their high toxicity at very low concentrations [1,2].
Heavy metals are not biodegradable and cannot be removed from ecosystems by natural
processes. They are persistent and accumulate in the tissues of animals and fish and
therefore have a route into the human body, causing severe and irreversible disorders in the
neurological and physiological systems of the body [1–5]. Cadmium ions, Cd2+, in water
and food cause kidney failure, bone damage, osteoporosis, and a higher cancer risk [6,7].
Chromium in its hexavalent form, Cr6+, is reported to be a priority carcinogenic toxic
metal. It is responsible for lung cancer, organ failure, and dermatitis [8,9]. Nickel, Ni2+,
is also classified as a human carcinogen [10]. Ni2+ is known to affect the liver, colon, and
kidneys. It also causes irreversible damage to the enzymatic, nervous, and cardiovascular
systems [11]. Manganese, Mn2+, is essential for normal body growth. However, continuous
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and overdose exposure to Mn2+ can cause Parkinson-like diseases and affect the nervous
system [12,13].

Analysis of data reported and collected over the last five decades, from the 1970s to
2017, in all continents for heavy metal concentrations in surface water showed that the
contamination progressed from single-metal contamination to multi-metal pollution over
time. Moreover, Cd, Cr, and Ni concentrations increased globally by 25-, 140-, and 60-fold,
respectively. Mn concentration was also reported to be five times higher than the threshold
limits by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA). Surface water in North America had the lowest heavy metal
concertation of all continents and did not exceed the WHO and EPA limits, indicating
effective implementation of regulations and standards on heavy metal emissions from
different potential pollution sources. Europe met the threshold limits for all metals except
Ni and Mn. The developing countries in Africa, Asia, and South America exceeded the
limits for all reported heavy metals [14].

Pollution of water with heavy metals may result from different sources. Cd2+, Cr6+,
Mn2+, and Ni2+ are introduced to water resources and the environment mainly from spent
household and rechargeable batteries, electroplating [15,16], the tannery industry [17–20],
fertilizers, petrochemicals, and refinery wastewater [21–25]. Additionally, the deterioration in
storage and transportation systems introduces Mn2+, which causes water coloration [26,27].
These metals are also present in a concentrated form in municipal landfill leachates [28–30].

Several techniques and methods have been tested for the effective removal of heavy
metals from water, including chemical precipitation, coagulation–flocculation, biological
treatments, membrane separation, reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, electrodialysis, ion
exchange, and adsorption. The reported efficiency for the removal of heavy metals using
some of these technologies is as high as 99%. However, these values are valid only under
ideal conditions of heavy ion concertation, pH, and the absence of any other ion competitor
or other organic or inorganic contaminants. Therefore, it is expected that their actual
efficiency will significantly decrease under real industrial operating conditions. Another
challenge for these methods is that they could generate secondary pollutants or that
they are economically unfeasible. The presence of different heavy metal ionic forms
and specificity will also alter the performance of most established technologies. Factors
affecting the selection of water treatment technology for heavy metal removal involve
simple implementation, low investment, low power consumption and processing pressures,
and, preferably, the use of green environmental material. A comparison of the cost of
technologies based on these factors showed that reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, and
electrodialysis have the highest cost per volume of treated water, while adsorption has the
lowest [31].

Many materials were evaluated for their potential as adsorbents to remove heavy
metals for the liquid phase including polymers, geopolymers, clays, zeolites, activated car-
bon in different forms and origins, and biomaterials [18,23,31–37]. Among these, activated
carbon is the most famous and well-documented adsorbent used for both organic and
inorganic pollutants because of its high available surface area, microporous structure, and
the possibility to tailor its surface with different functional groups. Several types of surface
tailoring and modification of activated carbon were reported including hydrogen peroxide
and nitric acid oxidation, sulfuration, and nitrogenation treatment, as well as anchoring
coordination ligands [38]. For the current work, surface modification of activated carbon
with HNO3 was selected among these surface tailoring methods.

The majority of adsorption studies report the adsorption of a single metal ion from
the solution. However, this does not reflect the real cases where ions are usually available
as a complex mixture and they have to compete for the available surface adsorption
sites. Studies on the competitive adsorption of various heavy metals on activated carbon
concluded that the presence of other metal ions in the aqueous solution will alter the
adsorption behavior of the ions from that of a single ion [39–41]. A limited number of
studies attempted to investigate the effect of carbon surface modification on multi-metal ion
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adsorption [2,37]. A system of binary ion mixtures, Ni2+-Pb2+ and Zn2+-Ni2+, on oxidized
activated carbon fibers was reported to have a drastic decrease in the adsorption of Ni2+

upon the presence of Pb2+ or Zn2+ but not the opposite [40].
The current work attempts to bridge part of the gap by evaluating the competitive

adsorption of multiple ions under the influence of surface modification. The purpose of
this work is to explore the impact of activated carbon surface oxidation on the adsorption
of Ni2+, Mn2+, Cr6+, and Cd2+ from an aqueous solution. To the best of our knowledge, this
work has not yet been performed on more than two ions. The unmodified activated carbon
was used for comparison. The selection of these metal ions was based on a previous study
on municipal solid waste leachate, where they were found in very high concentrations [30].
Langmuir, Freundlich, and the Dubinin–Kaganer–Radushkevich (DKR) adsorption mod-
els were used, and the resulting adsorption parameters were calculated to explain the
competitive behavior of the tested metal ions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Adsorbents

Activated carbon was used both in granular and powder form. All carbon was boiled
in deionized water and then dried in an oven at 110 ◦C for a minimum period of 24 h.
Further surface modification was performed by boiling part of them with 4M HNO3
solution for 1 h while applying the total condensation. After cooling, the solution of the
acid-treated granular activated carbon (AGC) and acid-treated powder activated carbon
(APC) was decanted, and the solids were washed several times with deionized water until
a neutral, constant pH was reached.

2.2. Characterization of Adsorbents

The surface area and pore size distribution of the different adsorbents were measured
using nitrogen sorption porosimetry on a Quantachrome Instrument (Model Autosorb-1,
Boynton Beach, FL, USA). The infrared spectra were recorded with a Thermo Nicolet
Nexus 670 FT-IR spectrometer (Madison, WI, USA). Signal noise was reduced by averaging
32 scans (resolution of 4 cm−1) of the single beam spectra.

2.3. Adsorption Isotherms

Stock solutions of heavy metals of 100 mg/L concentration (Ni(II), Mn(II), Cr(VI)) and
50 mg/L Cd(II) were prepared separately by dissolving appropriate quantities of nickel
(II) nitrate hexahydrate, cadmium nitrate in nitric acid at a concentration of 0.5 mol/L
(Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland), manganese (II) sulfate monohydrate and chromium (VI) oxide
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Cd(II) was tested in a smaller concentration than the
other ions since its concentration in real wastewater samples and municipal solid waste
leachates is usually less than other metal ions [30]. The ASTM standard bottle point method
(ASTM D3860-89a) was used to generate the ion adsorption isotherms. Measurements
took place at 25 ◦C using a simulated solution of the main heavy metals found in the
landfill leachates. The composition of the simulated solution was 100 mg Ni2+/L, 100 mg
Cr6+/L, 100 mg Mn2+/L, and 50 mg Cd2+/L. The pH of the solution was adjusted to
6. A measure of 10 mL of the simulated solution was added to 15 mL bottles that had
pre-weighed amounts (25, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 mg) of the adsorbents. All samples were
agitated for 3 continuous days in a temperature-controlled water bath to assure equilibrium
achievement. The solid adsorbents were separated from the liquid using centrifugation
followed by filtration through 0.45 µm syringe filters. The heavy metal concentrations in the
filtrate were measured using the inductive coupled plasma technique (ICP, Perkin-Elmer,
Optima 2000 DV, Norwalk, CT, USA). Blank samples were used with every isotherm to
compensate for any loss or adsorption on the walls of the tube.
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Equilibrium adsorptive quantities of the metal ions on the adsorbent surfaces were
calculated using the following relation:

qe =
C0 − Ce

M
×V (1)

where qe is the amount of metal ion adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent (mg/g), V is the
volume of the solution (L), M is the mass of the adsorbent (g), and C0 and Ce are the starting
vs. the equilibrium concentration of the ion in the aqueous solution, respectively (mg/L).

The percent removal of the metal ion by the adsorbent was calculated using the
following mass balance relation:

% Removal =
C0 − Ce

C0
× 100% (2)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Properties of the Adsorbents

The performance of activated carbon in removing heavy metals from water depends
to a great extent on three factors: (1) surface properties, including the pore size distri-
bution, surface area, and available surface functional groups (oxygen complex groups);
(2) the aqueous solution conditions such as pH and the presence of competitive ions; and
(3) the properties of the heavy metal ions including charge density (charge-to-radius ratio),
electronegativity, and ionic radius [2].

The surface area properties calculated from N2 sorption porosimetry data are shown
in Table 1. The highest surface area for the tested adsorbents is observed for the powdered
activated carbon treated with acid (APC) (892 m2/g). Surface oxidation with nitric acid
caused a 7% reduction in the surface area of AGC (591 m2/g) compared to untreated
activated carbon (AC) (635 m2/g). The powder sample (APC) has a higher surface area
(892 m2/g) due to a smaller particle size. All measured samples have a microporous
structure with pore sizes less than 2 nm based on the Horvath–Kawazoe (HK) model,
which is used to determine the pore size distribution in microporous adsorbents such as
activated carbon and zeolites. Acid treatment also led to a slight reduction in the pore
width for AGC (1.388 nm) compared to AC (1.398 nm), which is attributed to the acidic
sites being bonded to the edges of the graphitic basal plane [42]. Similar behavior of the
surface area and pore width reduction upon acid treatment was also reported by other
researchers [36].

Table 1. Surface area properties of adsorbents.

Adsorbent BET
Surface Area HK Cumulative Pore Volume HK Pore Width

(m2/g) (cm3/g) (nm)

AC 635 2.99 × 10−1 1.398

AGC 591 2.79 × 10−1 1.388

APC 892 4.22 × 10−1 1.388

The FTIR spectra of AC, AGC, and APC were assessed to identify the functional
groups added to the carbon surface upon acid modification, as shown in Figure 1. Increased
absorption intensities for the hydroxyl group (O–H, H-bonded), broad stretching vibration
at around 3440 cm−1, C–O stretching absorption at 1042 cm−1, and C=O conjugated
carbonyl groups at 1630 cm−1 are strong indicators of the acid groups loading on the
activated carbon surface. Other weak bands for C–H stretching at 2920 cm−1 and 2855 cm−1

are also observed. Previous work showed that oxygenation of activated carbon with 4M
HNO3 significantly increased the concentration of acidic surface oxygen complexes on the
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surface (carboxylic and carbonyl groups), reduced the total number of basic groups on the
activated carbon surface, and caused the surface to be more hydrophilic [2,43,44].
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3.2. Competitive Adsorption of Heavy Metals

Adsorption remains the most investigated and applied method that has proved to
provide high removal efficiency and be cost-effective. Separation with adsorption has
several advantages such as the high selectivity for metal ions available in trace amounts, cost
effectiveness since it can use abundant adsorbents, and the quality of being environmentally
friendly [38]. In general, the mechanism of heavy metal ion adsorption on the surface of
activated carbon is by electrostatic attraction to the surface, surface complexation, and ion
exchange [2,45]. For the unmodified carbon surface, it was suggested that heavy metal ions
adsorb through interactions with the π electrons of the carbon basal planes following the
reactions [2,46]:

−Cπ + H2O↔−Cπ − H+ + OH− (3)

2(−Cπ − H+) + M2+ ↔ (−Cπ)2 −M2+ + 2H+ (4)

The presence of metal ions in water will result in the release of protons according to
reaction (4). These protons neutralize the OH− ions released from the addition of activated
carbon to water in reaction (3). Therefore, an insignificant change in the solution pH will
take place during adsorption [2]. In the presence of acidic groups on the surface of activated
carbon, the mechanism becomes surface complexation or ion exchange depending on the
solution pH value. If the solution has low pH, the weakly acidic functional groups are
more likely to be protonated and will undergo ion-exchange reactions with the metal ions,
as described in reaction (5).

2(−COOH) + M2+ ↔ (−COO)2M + 2H+ (5)

At higher pH, the acidic groups will be nonprotonated, and the metal ions will bind to
them by surface complexation, which will result in the release of less than one proton by
each metal ion adsorbed [2].

Adsorption isotherms for all four metal ions, Ni2+, Cr6+, Mn2+, and Cd2+, are shown
in Figure 2. The isotherms are not uniform curves, most likely because of the competition
between ions on the available adsorption sites in addition to the repulsion and interaction
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between the present ions. Similar behavior for competitive adsorption of heavy metal ions
was reported by Covelo et al. [47].
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To understand the behavior of heavy metal ions in competitive adsorption, it is
important to compare their ionic characteristics and properties such as ionic radius (Cd2+ >
Mn2+ > Ni2+ > Cr6+), ionic potential or charge-to-radius ratio (Cr6+ > Ni2+ > Mn2+ > Cd2+),
and electronegativity (Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Cr6+ > Mn2+) [47–49], as shown in Table 2.

The selectivity of each adsorbent for heavy metals under simulated conditions is shown
in Figure 3 for the 500 mg adsorbent isotherms. The results indicate that acid treatment of
both granular carbon and powder carbon (AGC and APC, respectively) changed the order
of metal selectivity compared to the basic granular carbon (AC). For the basic untreated
AC, the order of ion selectivity was Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Cr6+ > Mn2+ for the high amounts
of adsorbents (1000 and 500 mg AC), while for low amounts of adsorbents (100, 50, and
25 mg), the AC had a similar order to both AGC and APC as Cr6+ > Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Mn2+,
as shown in Figure 2.
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Acid treatment of granular carbon (AGC) increased the Cr6+ removal efficiency over
the untreated AC by 30% while it decreased for Ni2+, Mn2+, and Cd2+ by 23%, 36%, and
37%, respectively. This can be explained by the much higher ionic potential and the small
size of Cr6+ compared to other ions. This will lead to a stronger attraction of Cr6+ to the
acidic surface groups and faster diffusion to the pores of activated carbon. The highly
positive Cr6+ ions will adsorb on the acidic functional sites located at the edges of the pores
and will repel other weaker heavy metal ions and reduce their accessibility to activated
carbon pores. An investigation of Cr6+ removal at low pH, as a single ion, upon surface
oxidation of activated carbon with HNO3 reported that Cr6+ uptake was enhanced with
the presence of acidic functional groups and that Cr6+ was first reduced to Cr3+ followed
by Cr3+ adsorption [50,51].

Table 2. Ion characteristics of the tested heavy metals.

Element Ionic Radius
(Å) [52]

Hydrated Ionic
Radius (Å) [53]

Ionic Potential (z/r)
(A−1)

Pauling
Electronegativity Values [54]

Cr6+ 0.44 4.61 * for Cr3+ 13.64 (calculated) 1.66

Ni2+ 0.69 4.04 2.90 (calculated) 1.91

Mn2+ 0.83 4.38 2.41 (calculated) 1.55

Cd2+ 0.95 4.26 2.11 [49] 1.69

The difference between Ni2+ and Cd2+ removal efficiency increased with activated
carbon acid treatment, indicating a higher affinity for Ni2+ also over Cd2+ and Mn2+.
This observed behavior of Ni2+ over Cd2+ is opposite to what was reported by Cao et al.,
2019 [35] for their removal by activated carbon derived from Eichhornia crassipes. Therefore,
the origin of activated carbon also affects the competitive adsorption of heavy metal ions
from an aqueous solution.

The removal of Mn2+ by all three adsorbents was very poor compared to the other
heavy metal ions. Tran and co-workers [36] reported that the adsorption of Mn2+ alone by
granular activated carbon modified with nitric acid was reported to enhance the capacity
to seven times greater than that of unmodified activated carbon. Conversely, in our
study, which involved co-existing heavy metal ions, the Mn2+ capacity decreased with
acid modification, as shown in Figure 3. This is due to the reduced access to the pores of
activated carbon and the repulsive forces with other metal ions adsorbed to the acid groups
located at the edges of these pores. The adsorption capacity of Mn2+ for AC was 1.0 mg/g,
which is comparable to that reported by Tran and co-workers (1.29 mg/g) [36].
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3.3. Modeling Competitive Metal Ions Adsorption Isotherms

Adsorption isotherm models provide an adequate understanding and interpretation
of the adsorption mechanisms and pathways of the adsorbate on different adsorbents at
equilibrium conditions. This modeling is critical to develop the relations that accurately
describe the results, which will enable the design of an effective and efficient adsorption
system. The constants of isotherms reflect the adsorbent capacity and its surface proper-
ties as well as the adsorption strength and state [55]. Theoretical investigation of heavy
metal adsorption by activated carbon using physical modeling concluded that Ni2+ and
Cd2+ ions are mainly bonded to the carboxylic acidic functional group on the activated
carbon surface and that the adsorption capacity is directly proportional to the metal ion
electronegativity [56]. In this work, competitive adsorption of Ni+2, Cd+2, Cr+6, and Mn+2

on activated carbon (AC) and acid-treated activated carbon (AGC and APC) were modeled
using Langmuir, Freundlich, and Dubinin–Kaganer–Radushkevich (DKR) isotherms. Anal-
ysis and interpretation of the parameters and the assumptions of these models will help in
providing a reliable understanding of the adsorption mechanisms of heavy metal ions on
a microscopic level under a competitive environment and their interaction with different
surface conditions. Data fitting was based on the least-squares regression values (R2), and
the isotherm parameters are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Langmuir, Freundlich, and DKR isotherm parameters for the adsorption of tested heavy metals.

Ions
Langmuir Freundlich DKR

qmax (mg/g) b (L/mg) RL R2 kf n R2 Xm
(mg/g)

β
(mol/kJ)2

E
(kJ/mol) R2

AC

Cr6+ Negative
slope - - 0.9331 0.01 0.63 0.9675 759.77 0.0175 5.35 0.959

Ni2+ 3.98 0.088 0.102 0.9793 0.68 2.63 0.9846 13.22 0.0043 10.78 0.9213
Cd2+ 1.04 0.270 0.082 0.9804 0.32 3.19 0.9296 2.90 0.0028 13.36 0.9422
Mn2+ 1.05 0.099 0.104 0.9805 0.35 4.55 0.7929 1.85 0.0026 13.87 0.81

AGC

Cr6+ 10.47 0.160 0.061 0.9849 2.24 2.79 0.9963 23.52 0.0032 12.50 0.9992

Ni2+ Negative
slope - - 0.019 0.04 0.98 0.9495 80.85 0.0118 6.51 0.9452

Cd2+ Negative
slope - - 0.7352 0.00 0.47 0.8671 5723.39 0.0209 4.89 0.8647

Mn2+ Negative
slope - - 0.0473 0.00 0.49 0.3216 7.30 ×

102 0.0249 4.48 0.3216

APC

Cr6+ 12.092 0.105 0.0904 0.9769 2.02 2.45 0.995 30.01 0.0037 11.62 0.9974

Ni2+ Negative
slope - - 0.4969 0.02 0.80 0.9652 166.56 0.0143 5.91 0.9666

Cd2+ Negative
slope - - 0.6087 0.00 0.32 0.7558 1.20 ×

105 0.0311 4.01 0.7587

Mn2+ Negative
slope - - 0.712 0.00 0.28 0.7539 14.1 0.013 6.20 0.0465

3.3.1. Langmuir Model

The Langmuir isotherm is a theoretical model where a monolayer adsorption of
molecules to a homogenous solid surface is assumed and in which no interaction takes
place between the adsorbed molecules [57]. It is described by the linear form as:

Ce

qe
=

Ce

qmax
+

1
bqmax

(6)

RL =
1

1 + bC0
(7)
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where qe and Ce are the equilibrium adsorption capacity (mg/g) and equilibrium metal
concertation in the solution (mg/L), respectively. qmax is the maximum adsorption capacity
(mg/g). b is related to the adsorption rate (L/mg); the higher the b value, the stronger the
surface affinity for the metal ion adsorption. RL, described in Equation (7), is a dimen-
sionless separation factor, which is used to predict whether the adsorption is favorable
(0 < RL < 1) or unfavorable (RL > 1) [57].

Langmuir fitting for the tested heavy metal ions, Cr6+, Ni2+, Cd2+, and Mn2+, under
competitive conditions on the AC, AGC, and APC samples is shown in Table 3. The RL
values showed that the adsorption for Ni2+, Cd2+, and Mn2+ is favorable (RL < 1) for
untreated AC. However, Cr6+ adsorption on AC was poorly fit to this isotherm (negative
slope). In contrast, acid treatment of the carbon surface, AGC and APC, resulted in altering
the fitting of the Langmuir model to fit only Cr6+. On these samples, Cr6+ had the highest
removal efficiency and favorable adsorption among the tested metal ions (RL < 1) while
Ni2+, Cd2+, and Mn2+ had poor fitting data according to Table 3. This means that the
Langmuir model does not fit the competitive adsorption of heavy metal ions on an acid-
treated activated carbon surface because of their incompliance with the model assumptions.
This indicates that there is an interaction between adsorbed molecules and that with acid
treatment, the energies of adsorption sites become unequal. The Langmuir isotherm was
also reported to be a good fit for the competitive adsorption of both Cd2+ and Mn2+ by
Borago officinalis biomass [34], which is in agreement with the adsorption results on the AC
sample in this work.

3.3.2. Freundlich Model

The Freundlich empirical model assumes a heterogeneous surface of the adsorbent
where the first layer of molecules is adsorbed followed by molecular condensation due to a
strong adsorbate–adsorbate interaction [57]. The isotherm is described by the equation:

lnqe = lnk f +
1
n

lnCe (8)

where qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity (mg/g), Ce is the equilibrium metal con-
certation in the solution (mg/L), k f is Freundlich constant (mg1−(1/n) L(1/n)/g) related to
the maximum adsorption capacity, and n is a dimensionless Freundlich constant related to
the adsorbent surface heterogeneity. A closer value of

(
1
n

)
to zero or a higher value of n

indicate that the adsorbent surface is more heterogeneous [57]. Data fitting parameters for
the adsorption of metal ions on AC, AGC, and APC using the Freundlich model are shown
in Table 3.

The Freundlich isotherm did not fit either Cd2+ and Mn2+, while it fitted both Cr6+

and Ni2+ for all activated carbons, with higher R2 values for Cr6+ adsorption on AGC and
APC. This is due to the higher affinity and favorable adsorption of Cr6+ to the bonded acid
groups on AGC and APC surfaces, as indicated by their numerical values of n 2.79 and
2.45, respectively (higher than unity). The high values of n for Cr6+ isotherms on AGC and
APC also indicate the increased surface heterogeneity with acid treatment.

3.3.3. The Dubinin–Kaganer–Radushkevich (DKR) Model

The DKR model is useful for describing gaseous adsorption on microporous activated
carbon, mainly by the pore-filling mechanism [58,59]. It was used for modeling single
heavy metal ion adsorption from aqueous solution by different adsorbents [33,60]. The
DKR model is represented by the following equations:

lnCads = lnXm − βε2 (9)

ε = RTln
(

1 +
1

Ce

)
(10)
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E =
1

(2β)
1
2

(11)

where Cads is the number of ions adsorbed per unit weight of adsorbent (mol/g), β (mol2/J2)
is the activity coefficient related to the mean sorption energy per mole of the adsorbate, and
Xm (mol/g) is the saturation limit (theoretical monolayer sorption capacity) and may repre-
sent the sorbent’s total specific micropore volume [61]. ε represents the Polanyi potential,
where T is the absolute temperature (K), R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol K),
and Ce is the equilibrium concentration of a metal ion in the aqueous solution (mol/L). In
Equation (11), E (J/mol) is the apparent adsorption energy per mole of the adsorbate when
it is transferred from the bulk of the solution to the adsorbent surface [33,62].

The DKR model is used to specify the type of adsorption, physical or chemical,
based on the magnitude of E; E < 8 kJ/mol indicates that the adsorption is physical;
8 < E < 16 kJ/mol indicates that the adsorption is by chemical ion exchange; and E > 16
indicates chemical adsorption, which is stronger than ion exchange [32,61–64]. Unlike
the Langmuir model, the DKR isotherm does not assume that the adsorbent surface is
homogeneous or that it has a constant sorption potential for different molecules [57].

DKR fitting for the tested metal ions is shown in Table 3. The model fitted Ni2+ and
Cd2+ for AC with good R2 values. The apparent adsorption energy, 8 < E < 16 kJ/mol,
indicated ion-exchange adsorption for Ni2+ and Cd2+ on AC, while for Cr6+, the energy
value E = 5.35 (E < 8) kJ/mol showed physical adsorption to the AC surface. Finally, the
DKR isotherm had a very poor fitting for Mn+2 on AC. These results are consistent with
the order of percent removal by AC: Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Cr6+ > Mn2+, shown in Figure 3.

Acid treatment of the carbon surface (AGC and APC) resulted in the excellent fitting
of the DKR isotherm for Cr6+ with an R2 greater than 0.99, and the type of adsorption was
by ion exchange on both types; E = 12.5 and 11.6 for AGC and APC, respectively. The
model also fitted Ni2+ isotherms on AGC and APC but to a lesser extent than Cr6+ (less
R2). Ni2+ on both AGC and APC is by physical adsorption, as indicated by its E values:
6.51 and 5.91 kJ/mol, respectively. However, the DKR isotherm did not fit either Cd2+ and
Mn2+ for AGC and APC carbons.

4. Conclusions

Activated carbon is effective for the removal of heavy metal ions from an aqueous
solution. The adsorption capacity is improved with surface modification and oxidation.
However, most of the reported studies focused on a single or a binary metal ion adsorption
from the solution. Therefore, gaps remain in understanding the effect of oxidized surface
functional groups on the interaction and adsorption mechanisms of heavy metals from
multiple ions solution. The purpose of this work is to bridge part of this gap by evaluating
and modeling competitive adsorption of Ni2+, Cr6+, Mn2+, and Cd2+ on both activated
carbon, AC, and acid-treated activated carbon in granular and powder forms, AGC and
APC, respectively.

Oxidation of activated carbon influenced the competitive adsorption of heavy metal
ions Ni2+, Cr6+, Mn2+, and Cd2+ from an aqueous solution. The adsorption capacity of
oxidized activated carbon increased for Cr6+ but decreased for the ions Ni2+, Mn2+, and
Cd2+. The high selectivity of Cr6+ over other present ions is due to its smaller size and
higher ionic potential leading to a faster diffusion to the pores and a stronger attraction to
the surface acidic groups. The faster adsorption of Cr6+ to the acidic groups will hinder
the diffusion of other ions to the pores due to the allocation of these acidic groups at the
edges of the pores. The Langmuir model did not fit the competitive adsorption of heavy
metal ions on oxidized activated carbon since both its assumptions: a homogenous surface
with equivalent energy and that there is no interaction between the adsorbed ions, are not
valid for the heterogenous surface of AGC and APC. The Freundlich isotherm fitted Cr6+

and to a lesser extent, Ni2+, but not Mn2+ or Cd2+. The DKR model indicated physical
adsorption of Cr6+ and ion exchange adsorption for Ni2+ and Cd2+ on AC. It changed to
ion exchange for Cr6+ and physical adsorption for Ni2+ on AGC and APC. Mn2+ showed
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the least attraction to the oxidized activated carbon. The results of this work can be used
to tailor and modify adsorption processes for selective removal and separation of heavy
metal ions from aqueous solutions based on the interaction of ions with surface functional
groups and the differences in their sizes and ionic potential.
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